Introduction

6-Pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin is the key intermediate in the biosynthesis of tetrahydrobiopterin (6R-BH 4 ).
The chemical structure of this compound is now being accepted as 2-amino-6-(r,2'-dioxopropyl)-5,6,7,8-tetrahydropteridin-4(3H)one (Mr 237). But the exact sterostructure and the reactivity of the two carbonyl groups in the pyruvoyl side chain of this compound in the enzymatic reaction in the conversion into 6R-BH 4 remains unknown. Since this compound is quite unstable under oxidative conditions and it is available enzymatically from dihydroneopterin triphosphate only in small amount, it is still quite difficult to study the réaction involving this compound.
To learn more clearly the properties and the conformation of the molecule of this compound, we have attempted to investigate this compound by the Molecular-Orbital Method (1).
Methods
The pyrimidine ring and substituents 2-amino group, H3, 04, H5, and H8 were set up as planar. The reduced pyrazine ring was in half-chair form. The pyruvoyl side chain at position 6 was set up in β configuration. The four carbon atoms at 6, 1', 2', and 3' positions were arranged on the same plane on the expectation that CI' and C2' were attached to each other by a sp 2 hybridized bond. The two carbonyl groups at 1' and 2' positions were set up on the same plane in the trans form with conjugate double bond as the most stable conformation. Calculations were performed with the MOPAC on the FACOM M-360/ MSP computer. The geometries were optimized with the MINDO/3 framework.
Results and Discussion
Optimization was first performed for the moiety of the tetrahydropterin ring. The second optimization was done on the conformation of the pyruvoyl side chain by rotating it around C6 at intervals of 30 degree, in the twist angle at H6-C6-Cl'-Or, from 180 degree to minus 180 degree ( Table 1) .
Geometries of the tetrahydropterin moiety were held fixed throughout the second optimization. The lowest energy conformation of the results (-120° in Table  1 ) was applied to the final optimization. It was anticipated that each of the two carbonyl bonds in the pyruvoyl side chain would feasibly rotate. However, the arranged structure was geometrically optimized. The formation energy and the total energy of the optimized molecule were calculated as -152.2 kcal/mol and -3201.9 eV, respectively. The flattened ring structure and the β configuration of the alkyl side chain at C6 of the optimized molecule were indicated in a concerted form in tetrahydropterin determined by the molecular-orbital calculation method by Dr. Gready (2), and in 6R-BH 4 which were obtained by proton NMR and X-ray analyses by Dr.
Armarego (3) and Dr. Matsuura (4), respectively. The stereostructure of the geometrically optimized molecule was illustrated by computer-generated ORTEPdrawing (Fig. 1) . This shows the prefered mode of the molecule for binding with enzymes such as sepiapterin reductase and aldose reductase in the metabolism of 6R-BH4. These quantum chemical properties suggest that the C2' is more reactive than the CI' toward NADPH in terms of both a charge-controlled attack and a nucleophilic, frontier-controlled attack, showing superior binding and catalyzing of the C2'-carbonyl rather than the CI'-carbonyl by the enzyme. If the C2'-carbonyl is more reactive than the CI'-carbonyl in the actual enzymatic reaction with NADPH, and only the C2'-carbonyl could specially be catalyzed by the enzyme in the initial reaction, the reasonable first product from pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin might be expected to be Cl'-carbonyl type (6-lactoyl tetrahydropterin). In the sepiapterin reductase reaction, however, C2'-carbonyl type was generally observed as the intermediate between pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin and 6R-BH4. For the complete reduction of both carbonyls through C2'-carbonyl type, some additional mechanism, such as an isomerization of Cl'-carbonyl type to C2'-carbonyl type might be effective (5).
